
As we continue the lessons about farm animals, we discussed the cow, horse, fish, and rabbit. We 

talked about their habitats, food, and demonstrated ways of taking care of them. 



Objectives: To be able to colour the template, cut the paper, weave the black strips paper 

between the cuts on the cow template to make a pattern and glue the ends.  



Objectives: To be able to identify the horse colour, sound, count the number of legs, 

demonstrate its movement, and talk about the parts of a horse.





Objectives: To be able to demonstrate the practical life washing and drying of the horse 

as a little farmer.

This is 

the 

body

Neigh, 

neigh

Get the 

soap…

Ready 

to 

brush!



Brush 

the tail

Brush 

the legs



Let’s 

dry!

You are 

clean 

now!

Bubbles, 

bubbles



Objectives: To be able to draw using basic shapes, name and paste the farm animals, 

colour the drawings, and explain their artwork with peers. 













Objectives: To be able to listen to the story of Three Billy Goats Gruff and dramatize it 

through puppets. To be able to share the materials and express ideas. 





Objectives: To be able to create a stem bridge building from the story using different

toys and share the materials with peers and help one another to complete the given

tasks.



The bridge 

should be 

strong.

Be careful. 

Put it 

slowly.

I will put 

the cows 

under.

Let me add 

this lego

here.



Yehey! We 

made it!

The bridge 

is shaking.



Our long 

and sturdy 

bridge!
Let us do 

this 

together!!



Are you 

sure about 

that?Look! It 

doesn't fall. 

I think so…



I think we need 

to add another 

support below.

Yes, because 

it is moving 

here. 

And now… 

We are ready 

to play!!



Objectives: To be able to compare which cup hold the least and the most. To be able to

share their thoughts and ideas in comparing things.

least 

water

less 

water

most

water



The duck is in the 

tub that holds the 

least water.

The duck is in the 

tub that holds the 

less water.



Objectives: To be able to understand fractions as a part of a whole and identify the

pictures as ¼ or ½.

We call the top number 

numerator, it is the number of 

parts we have.

We call the bottom number 

denominator, it is the number 

of parts the whole is divided 

into. 



Objectives: To be able to sing the Rainbow fish song, move like a fish and pop the

bubbles.



Objectives: To be able to create a fish craft using different paints and plastic fork.





Objectives: To be able to name the parts of a fish and match the words accordingly.



Objectives: To be able to recognize and arrange the numbers up to 10. To be able to

count the pictures and match them with the correct numerals.



Objectives: To be able to

participate in the discussion

about rabbit and to express

ideas on how to show love and

care for rabbit pet.



Objectives: To be able to make different movements and actions to responds to

Bunny song.



Objectives: To be able to follow the simple rules while playing the game and sing “This is

the way the bunny hops.”







IDENTIFYING NUMERALS AND 

COUNTING THE DOTS



Sight words:

do, see, the, 

you

Do you see 

the duck?
Do you see 

the owl?



Objectives: To be able to practice writing the lowercase letters and sing the Jolly Phonics

song. To be able to recognize the letters and give example of words.

TARGET WORDS: bib, bag, bus, bed, bun



TARGET WORDS: zipper, zoo, zero, zebra



Objectives: To be able to name the pictures and pronounce its initial sounds.

TARGET WORDS: 

m - mug and mop n – nut, net

o – octopus, orange p – pen, pot

q – queen, quilt r – rat, rug

s – sap, sun



























Objectives: To be able to participate in the dance, sing songs with accompanying

instruments and create memories together with peers and teachers.


